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Abstract: The present conceptual paper represents a new framework about consumer resistance to innovation.
This conceptual paper represents a deep review of literature on the subject. A huge amount of literature has
been go through to find the factors influencing the consumer resistance to innovation and the significance role
of these factors for the adoption of new innovation in the competitive market. This conceptual paper identified
these  factors as a predictor of consumer resistance to innovation. Through using probable research tactics,
the present study finds out that above-mentioned factors related to consumer resistance to innovation are
significant and play important role for the success or failure of innovation in the market. The present review of
the literature on the consumer resistance of innovation and its influencing factors are very limited studied which
requires further intellectual research contribution to better know and theorized characteristics of consumer and
innovation towards consumer resistance to innovation. The present study propose a conceptual framework
based on the gaps in the literature for further research and its importance related to consumer resistance to
innovation.
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INTRODUCTION determines his response to it. If the plan appears again to

The innovations have been studied in a series of
perspective, as well as management, economics, Types of Innovation: Innovation having two kinds first
technology, sociology and engineering. So, there is a one is radical innovation and second one is incremental
great organizing  approaches  and  operating the innovation. In this paper our main focus is radical
construct  innovation. The  innovation  may transmit to innovation. Innovation which is basically radical is is "a
the act of introducing amazing innovative (for example, product, process or service with presentation features
the procedure for innovation) or large recently introduced extraordinary or family characteristics that offer significant
(for example, a body). The literature on the dispersion of improvements in performance or cost that transform
innovation has defined innovation as "an idea, practice, existing markets or create new ones"[3]. Similarly it is too
or object that is perceived as new by an individual or distinguished as "innovation that breaks with tradition in
other unit of adoption" [1]. In agreement with this last the field." Retain as well considered like radical, irregular,
description, in this thesis we focus on innovation as an infiltration or generational [4] and even troublemaking
object (for example, a product, service or technology) innovation [5]. Innovation like radical are important and
Instead of innovation as a practice. Note that in this well known for a manufacturer / marketing due to their
definition the term 'perceived' is used, demonstrating that ability to take innovative resources of aggressive
the innovation  is not to be substantially neutral again, performance; furthermore it is also essential for customers
but something that can be considered as an innovation so as they are the major social cause as well as economic
long as a particular target mass perceives the present diversity into everyday life [6]. The acceptance of radical
invention, service, or given as again. According to [2] innovation involves much more effort and expense and
"No matter if the idea is 'objectively' again as calculated risks requires privileged (including the costs of learning
by the  fall  of the time since its first use or innovation. and psychological effort) that the acceptance of
The apparent innovation of the idea for the individual incremental innovations [7].

the body, it is a novelty.
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Technological Innovation: Technological "innovation" is consideration, the goal, the acceptance and continuous
an iterative development in progress by the observation use [26, 27]. preferably, an individual passes from first
of a new market and / or new perspectives for innovation made an  innovation  to  form  a  positive   attitude
(technological), who heads to progress / enhancement, towards  innovation for obvious ways adoption.
built-up and then  marketing  responsibilities  important However, in practice, the awareness of innovation is not
for the achievement of marketable innovation [2]. This all the time leads to a constructive manner, much less to
reveals two significant prospects, in the first place, the the behavior acceptance”.
method "innovation" includes the technological
improvement of an invention with the addition the Consumer Resistance to Innovation: Consumer resistance
commercial introduction of this invention is that of to innovation is very important factor of particular
customers, in the second place, the development of resistance to general change. Less number of studies is
innovation is iterative and therefore, spontaneously given the important role of innovation in the process of
includes the first chance of a new product and the adoption of new services and products. By a
reopening of a better and developed innovation [8].  The psychosomatic viewpoint resistance is defined as a state
marketing  of  innovative product has been defined as the the aversive motivational, started as your sense of that
most significant movement and also critical that makes its their freedom is being threatened and directing the
realization [9]. The above definition prepared to thoughts  and  actions  to regain freedom under threat [
significantly simplify and  distinguish  between a 28, 29]. With  regard  to  the  resistance  to innovation,
discovery  and  innovation. "A creation / establishment [30] the following definition shall: "Innovation is the
that moves to begin manufacturing  in  the  laboratory resistance of the resistance offered from consumers for an
and  adds value for cost-effective for the company (even innovation, either because poses potential will change
if the cost savings only) is measured a novelty "[10]. An from no change in policy satisfactory or because it
invention cannot get twisted into a novelty unless and conflicts by  their  faith  structure. "consumer resistance
until it passes through the actions of manufacturing / to  the   innovations   reveals  itself  in  various  forms.
production and marketing, so and invention / discovery The majority of the resistance of time innovation happens
that do not move towards commercialization remains an passively. The consumers resist innovations free
invention [11]. intentionally considering such innovations for adoption.

Innovation Adoption Process: The adoption of innovation passive resistance to innovation. “Firstly, the passive
is the development of process "through which an resistance may be a result of habit [31, 32] terms
individual decision or further switches from first habit.”The most powerful factor in generating resistance"
understanding innovation, forming way in the direction of A typical human tendency is to strive for consistency and
innovation, the decision to accept or reject the execution the status  quo, rather than adopt new behaviors [33].
of the innovative idea and for the authorization of  such This status quo bias leads consumers to evaluate the
a decision "[12]. This thesis focuses on the consumers of benefits of the products they own more than the benefits
innovations, that is, the development of individual of the new. In addition, the new products are valued
acceptance, rather than the acceptance by institutional compared to products already in possession. People see
units or other organization. The literature recognizes a the improvements to the products they already own gains
number of key factors that convince the decision to and treat all the defects, such as losses. Since the losses
accept individual: the uniqueness  of  the  innovation tend to be exaggerated compared to gains of the same
itself [13, 14, 15], individual uniqueness [16, 17] the size, the potential losses arising from adopting an
collective point of view [ 18, 19, 20, 21] and the innovation  weigh  more  heavily  than  potential  gains
atmosphere marketing [22, 23] Moreover, the assumption [34, 35]. Another driver of passive resistance could be
innovation decision suggests that the acceptance of new information overload due to the huge amount of
products by consumers is the result of a cognitive information consumers are exposed to [36, 37] and Keller
process of exploring  and  processing  information [24, 25]. and [38] argue that the processing power of consumers
Literature Innovation acceptance identifies five distinct can become overloaded if they try to process too much
phases mental through which a  person  progresses in information in a limited time. Information overload often
this decision to accept a novelty: the awareness, occurs when an innovation evolves so quickly (and there

The literature distinguished different drivers of this
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are many alternatives available) that it is difficult for the to alter the status quo." “Resistance to change is a natural
consumer to organize all the information and make response of a human being with all the changes that
comparisons between the available alternatives [39]. disturb the balance of Environment or shares of
Innovations can be countered actively [40]. In this case, companies”  As  regards  the  resistance  to  innovation,
a person decides to adopt an innovation after the "is not a novelty in itself, that people resist but the
occurrence of the evaluation innovation. [41] recently changes  associated  with  it". It creates postulation of
identified three forms of innovation active resistance pro-change of the polarization, meaning that all
ranging from beginning less intense or more intense or innovation is  superb  and  all must deploy / adopt them,
active: reference, rejection and opposition.” First, it can as success of innovation is unavoidable. Innovation
cause the reference. While consumers do not have a Resistance was named one of the significant serious
negative evaluation of an innovation in itself, may choose aspects of success for the acceptance of technological
to delay the adoption, for example, until the circumstances innovation and selection of product has been showed as
of adoption are more suitable. [42] show the economic the result of overcoming the consumer resistance to
reasons (such as price) or a conflict with existing usage innovation. In other researches the resistance and
patterns at that point in time are the main reasons for the adoption named as both edges of a continuum in reply to
postponement. Second, the refusal involves a strong innovation revealed that the root grounds of resistance
reluctance to adopt innovation [43]. Rejection occurs for curtail innovation to one or more of the barriers to the
example when an innovation is in conflict with a belief adoption. Such  barriers  are utilized, the value, the risk,
exists or when the picture would not have supported the image and the traditional barriers. The barrier of use
innovation is developed [44]. Furthermore, the degree of arrives when the newness is incompatible with consumers'
perceived risk associated with the use of an innovation is existing workflow, practices, or habits. The value of the
one of the main obstacles that promote innovations barrier is based on the economic value of an innovation
refusal [45]. Perceived risk is the subjective perception of that innovation does not offer a good price performance
consumers' uncertainty about the consequences and than the alternatives. Barrier risk is the degree of
outcomes of adoption of an innovation [46]. The risk can innovation may involve potential risks. Traditional barrier
be seen as a multidimensional construct composed of generally involve changes can cause a breakthrough in
different types of losses [47] financial, performance, daily routine, even "a preference for existing products,
physical, psychological, social, time or loss of family and behaviors than the new ones" so furthermore
convenience. Finally, a novelty not only able to meet the image barrier related with new product, brand, or any
rejection, but can also summons consumers to engage in other country origin. The Consumer resistance shows a
strategies to prevent the success of innovation, in protest significant for the accomplishment of advanced
or boycott [48; 49]. This form of resistance is called innovation, as so it may delay or inhibit the adoption of
opposition. Often, these behavioral responses are derived innovation by consumer. 
from consumer concern and with the current business
practices  and  with  the social  impact of innovations. Perceived Risk: Based on these results, it can be
This type of resistance can vary from collective actions of determined that the perceived risks increase at higher
consumers, such as boycotts, individual actions, such as social influence and perceived complexity and lower trust.
the behavior that complain, negative word of mouth or With respect to the degree of the influence of the selected
switching behavior. factors on the Perceived risk, social influence had the

Consumer Resistance: Resistance Innovation is the trust. Perceived risk refers to ‘a consumer’s belief about
reaction of consumers towards innovation, both because the potential uncertain negative outcomes from the
they create potential changes to the status quo or transaction’ classified six types of perceived risk:
satisfactory because it conflicts with their belief structure. financial, performance, physical, psychological, social and
Resistance is one feature of innovation; changes forced time/opportunity. Studied financial, performance,
by innovation create resistance (for example modification psychological,  social,  time,  privacy  and  the overall
in products or consumptions) and is  named  opposition risks. Previousresearch found that perceived risk
to modification, well-defined this  as  "any  behavior  that negatively influences one’s intention to use technology.
serves to maintain the status quo in the face of pressure These researches model the relationship between

greatest influence, followed by perceived complexity and
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perceived risk and intention in two ways: direct link dimensions of risk perception, which are, financial,
between perceived risks and intention  and  perceived performance, physical, time, social and risks
risk acting as a moderator between perceived usefulness psychological”
and intention to use. In the case of smartphone adoption,
perceived risk is also believed to have effect on Preposition: Perceived risk have positive relationship
consumers’ intention to use the device. This effect can be between consumer resistances to innovation. 
a  direct  effect  or  a  moderating  effect between
perceived usefulness  and intention to use. As mentioned Relative Advantage: Relative advantage is used in other
before,   via   the   focus   group   discussion   session, research diffusion of innovation and captures many of the
two subdimensions of perceived risks were extracted for tangible aspects of innovation. Rogers believes that the
the context of smartphone adoption: perceived financial concept of comparative advantage to be made up of
risks and perceived device risk. Perceived financial risk shares in the fight with (a) the economic viability, (b) a
refers   to  extra  expenses  in   monetary   form  incurred low initial cost, (c) decreased discomfort, (d) the social
by  consumers as a result of using smartphones. prestige, (and) savings of time and effort and (f)
Perceived device risk refers to risks associated with the immediacy of reward (2003). In addition, Rogers says that
performance and physical characteristics of a smartphone relative advantage has been found to be one of the
such as product defect or malfunctioning. “brought the strongest predictors of adoption of innovation, as the
risk as an extra measurement in the adoption and diffusion ratio of expected benefits and expected costs (2003).
of innovation that is then added by the 89) and 90) like Agree that comparative advantage is the best predictor of
another factor that affects consumer resistance. Here we the degree of adoption, especially for an organization in
are talking about the degree of perceived risk associated which the differential advantage of using an innovation
by adopting and innovation. And 'regarded as positively compared to the alternatives is important for the
correlated with consumer resistance and negatively productivity of its business. Relative advantage was
correlated to the adoption. Recent technologies / positioned as influencer of adoption in a majority of the
products can be perceived by consumers to be more studies mentioned above. This is due to the belief and
dangerous. The research showed that risk perceptions is attitude by the prospective adopter that the relative
a primary determinant of a consumer "s intention to adopt advantages are economic improvements for the individual
an innovation. As it is very hard to catch the risk as or organization than the idea it supersedes. In turn,
objective reality , it is interpreted as the "consumer" s relative advantage can be considered as a direct
personal expectation of incurring losses in pursuing of a antecedent to the value models using multi-attribute
desired result " With respect to the impact of an action, utility and connect indirectly attributes intrinsic value.
including the perceived risk, are critical aspects that Findings of an adopter, or the attitude towards
formulate the attitude toward action, the perceived risk innovation, are normally done as part of the excellence or
may rise consumer resistance resulting from 'adoption of superiority of the product or idea that is measurable or
a innovative product. Thus, the perceived risk is believed verifiable to some standard or standard predetermined.
to have good relations with consumer resistance. The component of social prestige relative advantage is
Although a situation where the consumer has assessed not addressed in the studies mentioned above. Prestige
and regarded to adopt an innovation, risk and can be associated with the technology modular plant, as
uncertainties perceived create significant barriers to it is  a  new  and  interesting  technology for engineers.
adoption innovation always entails some degree of The  novelty  of a technology is attractive for engineers,
perceived risk because of the uncertainty in order that the as Rogers stood in an analogy that the first users of home
innovation related with significant risk perceived, has the computers in which individuals with engineering and
slower rate of diffusion and for  consumers superior ". scientific background. This dimension is related to this
Generally, the perceived risk is defined as  a  characteristic study, as Rogers provides a good topic associated with
of innovation, however argued that the majority of the the underlying desire for some users to be one of the first
time, the risk is rather a perception of a consumer than to use an innovation, as is the case with this technology
simply a characteristic of an innovation. But looking at the being in the early stages of adoption curve “The relative
dominant literature, we included the  risk  perceived advantage of an innovation is the "degree to which an
characteristics of innovation researchers identified six key innovation is perceived as better / higher of the idea
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replaces". This definition has been mentioned by The products  that  may  be faster, although there are
comparative advantage may be presented economic return advanced or better product accessible to every consumer.
sand social benefits, saving time, risks removed and also Stated that empirically like other factor self-efficacy also
perceived usefulness (PU) have found relative advantage impact the consumer resistance to technological
to be a major factor in determining  the  adoption of innovation. Some other different researcher stated that
innovationsby influencing  negative  resistance of consumers are king and very significant elements to study
consumers have found his edge, like a dominant factor the diffusion of innovation and consumer resistance to
which involves the intention of consumers  from innovation. In this conceptual paper self-efficacy is
adopting or resist innovation. Generally, perceived chosen as one of the good factor, as earlier researches
relative advantage  of  an innovation is positively exposed that self-efficacy depict important influence of
associated to its adoption  rate  of  and  negatively "perception of its ability to use the new technology
related  by  consumer   resistance  Relative  advantage, product  consumer"  on  its  decision  to adopt products
besides its direct and negative effect on the strength of of “It was argued that, without skills, performance is not
consumers, was indirectly impacting on the perceived risk. achievable; without self-efficacy, the performance may
Whether significant benefits are provided with a product not be prosecuted. Consumer self-efficacy and their
/ service, the expected risk maybe decreased consumers' perceptions determine a causal relationship between the
ignore deficiencies / defects Moreover, the relative adoption of technological innovation and consumer
advantage is positively correlated to compatibility and cognitive factors. Through a wide range of behaviors,
negatively correlated to the complexity such as a self-efficacy has been shown to affect the willingness to
compatible product can be effectively used and it may act as effective early action. The effect of self-efficacy has
increase his advantage, but relative advantage can also been documented in a study of adoption of Internet
decrease if the new product is complex and consumers banking by. Their study concludes that self-efficacy is a
have not be able to make effective use. key  determinant  of perceived behavioral control.

Preposition: Relative advantage have negative support the self-efficacy with perceived behavioral
relationship between consumer resistances to innovation control. Their study verifies that self-efficacy has a

Self-Efficacy: Self efficacy illustrate the degree of control. They add that the effectiveness of the
confidence one has towards its ability to perform and individual's "or the confidence to use the technology
achieve a particular activity. Self-efficacy reflects an "s could affect  their  perception  of behavioral control,
self-confidence in the ability to conduct the behavior and which in turn will influence the intention to use
is defined as" the judgment of a person "s of his / her technology.
ability  to  organize  and execute courses of action The discovery similar can also be found in a study on
required to attain designated types of performances. the desire  to  use  mobile coupons showing proof that
Another definition of self-efficacy that is given by: self-efficacy is a significant and positive effect on the
defines   self-efficacy  as  "individual"  s   awareness  of perceived behavioral control. The significant effect of
its  capability  to  practice  an  advanced  technology. self-efficacy on perceived behavioral control in the mobile
"Self-efficacy is a key factor of “perceived ease of use” as context has also been supported. The role has for the
well as the usability of an article. So the definition is as self-efficacy was also demonstrated in a study by which
"an individual" self-possession in their aptitude to states that  the  effectiveness  of self is a determining
execute  a   good  behavior.  Self-efficacy  states  to a factor in the adoption of mobile services. Another study
self-assurance in the ability "if the expertise to cope and of 3G  adoption  by  supported  the  significant  role of
execute the ways of act necessary to achieve the wanted self-efficacy. Their study found that self-efficacy is an
result, and starts from other sources, as well as benefits important  determinant  of 3G adoption by consumers.
realization, earlier experiences, individual interests, etc This significant role of self-efficacy on the adoption of
Many researchers predicted that self-efficacy is strong technology can also be found in other studies also
predictor of consumer intention to utilize number of confirm   that   the  effect   is   significant   due   to  the
technological innovative products. Those consumers who self-efficacy as a form of self-confidence, that the user is
have less number of self-efficacy to select innovative confident in his ability to do something effective and

Another study by provided further empirical evidence to

positive and significant effect on the perceived behavioral
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young users "respondents contribute to significant result the success or failure of product in the market. Researcher
because  they  are  fast  students  of mobile technology. discussed the types of innovation related to consumer
In a study by on the acceptance of multimedia services resistance to innovation with the discussion of
also confirmed that self-efficacy has a significant effect on technological innovation. All factors are discuss with
the perceived behavioral control. This result is allowed by different preposition and conclude that relative advantage
in his study plan to shop online; the result shows that have negative or inverse relationship with consumer
self-efficacy    is   positively   associated   with   perceived resistance to innovation. Self-efficacy also has negative
behavioral control. Concludes that consumers who are relationship with consumer resistance to innovation. But
confident about engaging in technology are more willing on the other side perceive risk of consumer have positive
to use the technology, in his case to buy the product relationship  with  consumer  resistance  to  innovation.
online shopping street. All in all, the studies of the past So from all above discussion also conclude that
have consistently denounced the significant relationship resistance to innovation is very significant for our
between positive and self-efficacy and perceived economy.
behavioral control. Self-efficacy has also been recognized
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